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Abstract – The term fusion means in general an approach to extraction of information acquired in several domains. The
goal of image fusion (IF) is to integrate complementary multi sensor, multi temporal and/or multi view information into
one new image containing information the quality of which cannot be achieved otherwise. The term “quality”, its meaning
and measurement depend on the particular application. In this paper, Fast Discrete Curvelet Transform using Wrapper
algorithm based image fusion technique, has been implemented, analysed and compared with Wavelet based Fusion
Technique. Fusion of images taken at different resolutions, intensity and by different techniques helps physicians to extract
the features that may not be normally visible in a single image by different modalities. This work aims at fusion of two
images containing varied information. Proposed algorithm takes care of registration as well as fusion in a single pass.
Attempt has been taken to fuse MRI with CT and MR/MR images of Preclinical data. In magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), there are three bands of images ("MRI triplet") available, which are T1-, T2- and PD-weighted images. The three
images of a MRI triplet provide complementary structure information and therefore it is useful for diagnosis and
subsequent analysis to combine three-band images into one. This fused image can significantly benefit medical diagnosis
and also the further image processing such as, visualization (colorization), segmentation, classification and computeraided diagnosis (CAD). This approach is further optimized utilizing quantitative fusion metrics such as the Entropy,
Difference Entropy, and Standard Deviation, image quality index (IQI) and ratio spatial frequency error (rSFe).
Keywords: Fast Discrete Curvelet Transform, Wavelet Transform, Wrapping Technique, Image Fusion

1. INTRODUCTION
To improve human health, scientific discoveries at the
bench, where diseases are studied at a molecular or cellular
level must be translated into practical applications. Basic
research findings are translated into new tools for use in
patients as well as the assessment of their impact which
then result in novel observations being made by the clinical
researchers about the nature and progression of disease that
often stimulate basic investigations. In this scenario,
preclinical imaging provides a set of powerful tools that
hold the promise to facilitate this translation from basic
science to improved patient diagnostics and therapeutics at
a far greater pace and in vivo the concept of molecular
imaging probes, their uses in preclinical and clinical
imaging along with specific applications with emphasis on
cancer.
The Preclinical images are the animal images which are
scanned using the Computed Tomography, Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI), and Single Photon Emission
Tomography, etc. These modalities can be fused using the
Fusion rule. The fusion rules used in this work is as
follows:
(a) Selection rule includes choosing the salient
features of the image inputs. Higher absolute values of
coefficients correspond to features such as edges.
(b) Averaging rule includes the averaging the
coefficients. As used here, most of the transform based
techniques utilizes the transform coefficients of the input
images are alone taken as an activity measure for the
fusion rule criterion, if prior knowledge of the source
image is known, other characteristics of the image can also
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be included in the fusion rule.

2. FAST DISCRETE CURVELET
TRANSFORM
The curvelet transform has gone through two major
revisions. The first generation curvelet transform used a
complex series of steps involving the ridgelet analysis of
radon transform of an image. The performance was
exceeding slow. The second generation curvelet
Transform discarded the use of the ridgelet transform, thus
reduced the amount of redundancy in the transform and
increased the speed considerably. Two fast discrete
curvelet transform algorithm were introduced in. The first
algorithm is based on unequally-spaced FFT while the
second is based on the wrapping of specially selected
Fourier samples. In this paper, we focus on the “wrapping”
version of the curvelet transform.

3. FUSION ALGORITHM BASED ON
FDCT
Among the fusion methods such as pixel level, f eature
level and decision level, pixel leve lfusion methods are the
most mature ones. The algorithm in this paper is a pixel
level fusion method. One of most important characteristic
of Curvelet transform is anisotropy, which can represent
the contour of image more sparsely and provide more
information for image processing. At the same time, in
order to compare the results of different methods, we will
adopt means for the coefficients in high frequency, and
adopt the maximal absolute value for the coefficients in
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low frequency in the wavelet transform. In the Curvelet
multistage representations. There are two generations of
transform, means will be adopted for the coefficients in the
the curvelet transform, first generation curvelet (1999)
coarse scale, and maximal module absolute value for the
which used complex series of steps involving ridgelet
coefficients in fine scale.
analysis of the radon transform of an image, the
1. Let consider the fusion of MR/MR, the first dataset
performance is exceedingly slows . The second generation
is MRI Triplet – T1, T2, T3 and the second dataset is the
curvelet (2003), which does not use ridgelet transform thus
CoronalDT MRI.Convert the R, G, B component
reducing the amount of redundancy in transform and
ofCoronal DT MRI into I, H, S component.
increasing the speed considerably. In 2003, Emmannel
2. Perform histogram matching of I component of
Candes and David Donoho proposed a simplified
Coronal DT MRI image and MRI Triplet image, and apply
implementation of second generation curvelet directly in
FDCT to the R, G, B component of Corona lDT MRI
the frequency plane that relied on interpolation by means
image and MRI Triplet image to obtain the curvelet
of the USFFT, and Wrapping of Fourier samples instead of
coefficients in each scale.
interpolation.
3. Fuse the each component of CoronalDT MRI image
In this paper, Fast Digital Curvelet Transform via
and MRI Triplet image in each scale according to the
Wrapping is used because the wrapping is much faster than
fusion rule and apply the invert FDCT to the fused curvelet
the USFFT. Fast Digital Curvelet Transforms (FDCVT)
coefficients to obtain the fused I component.
can be implemented via two methods:
5. Perform the invert IHS transform of the obtained I
1) Unequispaced FFTs.
component and the H, S component instep 1 to get the
2) Wrapping Technique
fused image.

6. WRAPPING DCT ALGORITHM

4. WAVELET TRANSFORM
In transform domain fusion, a transform is applied on the
registered images to identify the vital details in the image.
The technique is described in Figure1. Fusion rule is
applied over the transform coefficients and fusion decision
map is obtained. Inverse transform is applied over the
decision map, yields the fused image. This fused image
will have details of both the source images.

Figure 1: Block Diagram of Image Fusion Technique
Wavelets decomposes the image into low-high, high-low,
high-high spatial frequency bands at different scales and
the low –low band at the coarsest scale contains average
image information[4] . The diagonal sub-bands of wavelet
decomposition are further distinguished in to orientations
±15°, ±45°, ±75° by complex wavelets, but it adds
redundancy. Till date various newer wavelets with
improved geometric features have been used for fusion.
The advancement of In order to compare the wavelet and
curvelet based approaches; apart from visual appearance
quantitative analysis is done over the fused images.

5. WRAPPING TECHNIQUE
CURVELET TRANSFORM

USING

1. Take FFT of the image.
2. Divide FFT into collection of Digital Corona
Tiles (Fig: 2)
3. for each corona tile:
(a) Translate the tile to the origin (Fig.3).
(b) Wrap the parallelogram shaped support of the tile
around a rectangle centred at the origin (Fig. 4)

(c) Take the Inverse FFT of the wrapped support.
(d) Add the Curvelet array to the collection of Curvelet
coefficients.
Figure 2: Digital Corona of the Frequency
Domain

Figure 3: Support of Wedge before Wrapping in Curvelet

Curvelets as proposed by E. Candes and D. Donoho are
developed to overcome inherent limitations of traditional
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ENTROPHY

Figure 4: Support of Wedge after Wrapping in curvelet

7. INVERSE WRAPPING DCT
ALGORITHM
1. for each Curvelet coefficient array:
(a) Take the FFT of the array.
(b) Unwrap the rectangular support to the original
orientation shape.
(c) Translate to the original position.
(d) Store the translated array.
2. Add all the translated Curvelet arrays.
3. Take the inverse FFT to reconstruct the image.

IMAGE SET 1
CT

MRI

4.202

4.866

These Quantitative measures are computed for the fused
images (Three Band MRI Images) as well as CT with
Fused Images (Three Band MRI Images) and the result is
given in Table2.Comparing the results in Table 1 and
entropy of the fused images in Table 2, entropy of fused
images shows an increase in the amount of information in
both the transform approaches without any loss.
Quantitative analysis of the fused images indicates better
results for curvelet transform based fusion with greater
entropy, larger standard deviation and lower difference
entropy than their wavelet equivalents. And among the
curvelets, addition gives a better result.

9. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Analysis of the Transform is applied to the another set
of medical Images which contains theT1, T2, PD (as
shown in figure 2, 3, 4) to produce a Colour Fused Image
(figure 5 &6)

8. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
In order to compare the wavelet and curvelet based
approaches; apart from visual appearance quantitative
analysis is done over the fused images. For the visual
evaluation, the following criterion is considered: natural
appearance, brilliance contrast, presence of complementary
features, enhancement of common features etc.
The quantitative criterion [15] includes three parameters
namely Entropy, Difference Entropy and Standard
deviation. Each has its importance in evaluating the image
quality.
1. Entropy: The entropy of an image is a measure of
information content .The estimate assumes a statistically
independent source characterized by the relative frequency
of occurrence of the elements in X, which is its histogram.
For a better fused image, the entropy should have a larger
value.
2. Difference Entropy: It is calculated from taking the
entropy of the image obtained from subtracting a source
image from the fused image and the input source image.
Example: Fused image –CT Image=MRI Image Entropy
[obtained MRI Image –Input MRI] gives Difference
Entropy. The difference entropy between two images
reflects the difference between the average amounts of
informationthey contained. Minimum difference is
expectedfor a better fusion.
3. Standard deviation: The standard deviation (SD), which
is the square root of variance,reflects the spread in the data.
Thus, a highcontrast image will have a larger variance, and
allow contrast image will have a low variance.The entropy
is calculated individually for eachsource images (CT and
Three Band MRI images are tabulated in Table 1.
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Figure 5: Output Image using MATLAB

Figure: (2) T1 weighted (3) T2 Weighted (4) PD Image
In Advancement of the Three Band Image Fusion is that
the fused Images are combined with CT IMAGES of the
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same patient as shown in Figure(7). This will help Doctors
10. CONCLUSION
for better diagnosis. This image fusion technique is based
In many important imaging applications, images exhibit
on wrapping algorithm. Two images fused to produce a
edges and discontinuities across curves. In biological
better image.
imagery, this occurs whenever two organs or tissue
structures meet. Especially in image fusion the edge
preservation is important in obtaining the complementary
details of the input images. As edge representation in
Curvelet is better, Curvelet based image fusion is best
suited for medical images.
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Figure (9) FUSION OF CT WITH T1, T2, PD using
Wavelet Transform
A radio frequency transmitter is briefly turned on,
producing a varying electromagnetic field. This
electromagnetic field has just the right frequency, known
as the resonance frequency, to be absorbed and flip the
spin of the protons in the magnetic field. After the
electromagnetic field is turned off, the spins of the protons
return to thermodynamic equilibrium and the bulk
magnetization becomes re-aligned with the static magnetic
field. During this relaxation, a radio frequency signal is
generated, which can be measured with receiver coils.
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